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A message from
the Contact team
Welcome to the Summer 2021 edition of Contact magazine.
Summer is finally here. And with it, an easing of the COVID-19 lockdown restrictions
– including the possibility of travelling abroad again – which should help lift the
collective mood. If you’re not quite ready to take an overseas holiday, we look at
some of the advantages of holidaying in the UK on page 3.

In this edition
Yesterday’s news
Pages 4 & 5

On pages 4 and 5, we hear how John Steven Brown and Tony Ringe’s work at
BOC contributed to Britain’s WW2 and Falklands War efforts. What would summer
be without a picnic? On page 7, we share one of our favourite picnic essentials.
Don’t forget your Thermos!

Hydrogen? Easy-Breezy!
Page 6

We hope you enjoy this magazine. If you have any feedback, or ideas for future
articles, please let us know by emailing us at hello@yourcontactmag.com

Cheese and chive scones
Page 7

Bob Bryant and Bexley Fisher
On behalf of BOC Pension Services and Gallagher (the appointed Trustee
communications provider)

Staying scam safe
We were delighted to hear from Brian
Stiff, who let us know that our warnings
to stay scam safe helped him deal with
a scam call he received recently. ‘Steve’
called to talk to Brian about his shares in
BOC. Remembering that he’d sold these,
Brian asked ‘Steve’ to put his questions
in writing, at which point ‘Steve’ quickly
rang off.
You can find out more about staying
scam safe at www.bocpensions.co.uk/
boc/pensioner
In the meantime, we’ll keep reminding
you to be vigilant, so you can make sure
you don’t get scammed.

New HMRC tax codes
From 6 April 2021, HMRC will be using different tax codes (these let BOC's
payroll provider know how much tax you need to pay on your pension).
If, for example, you previously saw the code 1250L on your pension
payslip, you will now see 1257L.
You can find out more about HMRC’s new codes, thresholds and rates
for England, Scotland and Wales at www.gov.uk/income-tax-rates
Please don’t contact BOC Pension Services if you have a query with
your tax code as the team won’t be able to help you. If you think you
have been allocated the wrong code, contact HMRC using the details
at www.gov.uk/contact-hmrc or by phoning 0300 200 3300 with
your National Insurance number to hand.

BOCPS valuation
Every three years, we carry out a health check to make sure that the BOC
Pension Scheme has enough assets to cover all of its liabilities – including
your pension. This health check is called an actuarial valuation.
We’re pleased to let you know that, as at 31 March 2020, the Scheme is
91% funded (up from 80% in 2017). A Recovery Plan has been agreed
that aims to end the shortfall by 31 December 2025.
The Trustee will be sending you a newsletter about the valuation,
and you can read a summary at
www.bocpensions.co.uk/boc/pensioner/documents
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Where will you
go this year?
While uncertainty remains around when travel corridors to overseas holiday
destinations will open again thanks to COVID-19, many of us are booking
summer breaks in the UK instead.
What are the advantages of
a ‘staycation’?
The UK is home to more than 12,500
miles of coastline, 15 national parks and
acres of breath-taking countryside. We
grow some mouth-watering seasonal
produce, and you can drink home-grown
wines and sample local delicacies that
will make your taste buds sing.
And, what’s more, you don’t need to
pack your passport to get here! Nor will
you have to deal with stressful airport
security or luggage limits – which means
you can bring back as many mementos
as you like.

Are UK holiday destinations safer?
It seems that most COVID-19 restrictions
will be lifted or eased over the course of
this summer. This is partly because the
SARS-CoV-2 virus that causes COVID-19
is less ‘active’ in the warmer summer
months, but it’s also thanks to the UK’s
vaccination programme, which has seen
a total of nearly 67 million vaccines
administered (this includes first and
second doses). Over half our population
has now had at least one dose.
Germany’s vaccine rollout is the next
most successful in Europe, with a total
of nearly 54 million doses administered,
but the rest of Europe is not yet close to
reaching these figures.

Find out more at
https://www.which.co.uk/news/2021/04/
best-value-uk-holiday-destinations/

Why is this important? Because we
know that vaccination reduces the
number of people who are susceptible
to COVID-19 and it also reduces the
amount of virus they produce if they do
become infected. So, following sensible
precautions, you may indeed be at less
risk of catching or becoming seriously ill
with COVID-19 if you remain in the UK.
Are UK destinations more expensive?
A recent Which? survey found that, yes,
it is slightly more expensive to holiday at
home (but that doesn’t mean you can’t
still find a good bargain!). However,
the survey also found that domestic
destinations scored more highly on value
for money and – most importantly in these
uncertain times – on peace of mind.
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Yesterday’s news
John’s family will always remember the small but vital part he played in
silencing the whistles of the ‘doodlebugs’ over London’s skies during WW2.

Rocket man
Kate Coulson (BOC, 1985-1999) received her first issue of Contact magazine when she retired
recently. She got in touch to let us know about another relative with BOC history – her great-uncle,
John Steven Brown.
John was born in Dumbarton in Scotland in 1890.
His father, George, was a Clyde shipbuilder who
eventually saved up enough money to buy a small
shipyard 20 miles away at Greenock. He moved
John and his 10 siblings there with him.
Here John first took an interest in ships and
engineering. During the First World War, he
served as an engineer on both the HMS Revenge
and the HMS Resolution and was awarded an MBE
‘for valuable service’.
After obtaining his PhD in Mechanical Engineering,
John moved to London where he joined BOC in the
early 1930s. In time, he was promoted to Chief
Engineer, specialising in fuel and propulsion.
During the Second World War, John married and
he and his wife initially took a flat in Pont Street,
Central London. They moved out to the relative
safety of Richmond to avoid the air raids and rocket
attacks that rained on the city during the Blitz.
In the second half of the war, John was approached
by the War Office, who invited him to head up
a team investigating the use of oxygen as a
propellant for ballistic weapons. He was given
the rank of Lieutenant Colonel.

John’s team made the risky journey to the
Peenemünde Army Research Centre in Germany
that had recently been captured by the British
and Americans. The Centre was responsible for
developing ‘flying rockets’, including the V1 and V2
‘doodlebugs’. John’s team was able to ‘translate’ the
technology for the Allies so they could understand
how it worked. (The Centre’s technical director,
Wernher von Braun, went on to lead NASA’s
development of the Saturn V rocket that took the
Apollo 11 mission to the moon.)
After the war, John and his wife enjoyed
pleasure-boating on the Thames, which their
home in Richmond was close to. They kept
chickens and bees in their large garden and
took holidays in Devon and Cornwall.
In 1956, John and his wife returned to Scotland,
buying a house on the banks of the Clyde whose
garden gate opened out on to its shores. John
was home again. Sadly, he died of a heart attack
the following year, but John’s family will always
remember the small but vital part he played in
silencing the whistles of the ‘doodlebugs’ over
London’s skies during WW2.
Dr John Steven Brown PhD, MBE,
MIMechE – 1890-1957
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A tour of (jury) duty
Ian Charlesworth got in touch to share one of his recollections of working with
Tony Ringe (BOC Fawley), who sadly died in October 2020.
During the Falklands War (April to
June 1982), the Ministry of Defence
contacted BOC to see if they could
solve a problem: the equipment that
the Royal Navy was using to supply
Sea Harriers with pilot oxygen was
extremely unreliable – to the extent
that deployments were sometimes
put in jeopardy. Could BOC develop
five miniature Air Separation Units
(ASUs) that were light enough to be
flown wherever they were needed in a
Hercules transporter to ensure the pilots
had the oxygen they needed?
No problem! All of the construction and
commissioning work could be carried
out at BOC Edmonton. But this meant
that the commissioning team would
need to be available there to cover the
sequential completion of each ASU,
including Tony Ringe.
During this time, Tony got called for jury
duty. He was put into a pool of jurors
who would be selected to try minor
cases each day. If he wasn’t selected,
he was free to go and return the
following day until his obligation
was over.
When it came to commissioning the
expansion turbines of each ASU, Tony was
the only man for the job – there was no
question of him not carrying this out if the

team were to meet their MOD deadline.
After a few frustrating days when Tony
had been selected just as he was needed
most, it started to look as if his jury
service could become a problem.
So Ian presented the team with
an article that suggested how a
juror dresses can influence whether
a defence barrister selects them. A
casually dressed juror was seen as being
more ‘malleable’ (and so more useful
to the defence) than one dressed in
a sharp business outfit.
The team decided to test this theory.
On days when Tony was needed to
commission expansion turbines, he
was sent to court wearing his best suit.
On days he wasn’t, he wore jeans. Ian
describes the results of the experiment
as being “statistically significant”!
This meant that Tony was available
to the team far more than he wasn’t,
the commissioning of the ASUs was
completed on time, and the Sea Harrier
pilots got a reliable supply of oxygen.
Our thanks to Alan Clark, Dick Sellwood,
Brian Keenan, Chris Swann, Steve
Cooper, Chris Boggon and Dave Mill who
also shared their memories of a
well-liked colleague and brilliant
raconteur. Tony will be missed.

Share your story
A huge thank you to Kate Coulson and Ian Charlesworth for sharing their memories. If you have a
piece of BOC or Gist history that you’d like to share about yourself, a friend, or a family member,
please get in touch with us using the contact details on the back page.
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Hydrogen?
Easy-Breezy!
On 22 April, the 51st annual Earth Day took place. Here, we reflect on two of Earth Day’s key
objectives – sustainability and decarbonisation – and demonstrate how Linde has a part to
play in achieving them.
What is decarbonisation’?
Decarbonisation means limiting or
reducing our global CO2 emissions.
Sounds simple, but it would mean
moving every country’s economy
away from being reliant on
unsustainable, unrenewable fuels
like coal and oil, and moving towards
a model that either compensates for
or eliminates any CO2 emissions.
Exhaust-ing
The Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change says that the transport
sector produces around 14% of the
world’s greenhouse gas emissions.
And this figure is rising. Here in the UK,
the Government has long wanted to
remove old diesel rolling stock from our
tracks – they are noisy, slow, and they
belch out fumes that can be up to 80%
soot (carbon).
Electrification is one solution and, in
urban areas, overhead powerlines can
be installed relatively easily so lines
once serviced by diesels can run cleaner
electric trains instead. But in remote or
rural areas, installing powerlines is not
always possible.
Hydrogen-fuelled trains
The solution? Trains powered by
hydrogen. French train manufacturer
Alstom has partnered with Eversholt Rail

Ltd to produce a hydrogen-fuelled train
– called ‘Breeze’. Instead of building the
trains from scratch, they convert Class
321 electric trains (one of the UK’s most
reliable rolling stock) into trains powered
by hydrogen. It’s a relatively easy
process, which means it will be cheaper
for train companies to buy them.
Economies of scale
In 2015, BOC worked with Aberdeen City
Council to build a hydrogen refuelling
station for its buses, which has now
expanded to provide fuel for private
cars and buses too. The facility produces
green hydrogen (from electrolysis) on
site, which is then stored until needed.
Trains running on hydrogen would
provide an ideal opportunity to build
more of these – they have fixed routes
and terminuses where refuelling plants
can be built, which means there is a
predictable demand. Like the Aberdeen
facility, production could easily be
increased to provide fuel for lorries,
buses and cars too.
At the moment, hydrogen is more
expensive than diesel. However,
inexpensively converted hydrogenfuelled trains, along with the
guaranteed increase in demand for
hydrogen this would create, means
its price should come down.

As a growing demand for hydrogen is
established, economies of scale will
make it even cheaper to produce and
even more attractive as a green and
sustainable fuel source. And the more
that the transport sector as a whole can
rely on hydrogen, the closer we get to
decarbonising the sector.

eCool Runnings
Gist has just announced a trial of
the UK’s first fully autonomous,
all-electric engineless refrigerated
lorry trailer – the Vector® eCool.
The trailer has a battery to power
the fridge system which uses
kinetic energy generated by the
trailer’s axle to recharge the battery
and power the refrigeration unit.
This loop creates a fully autonomous
system that produces no direct CO2
or particulate emissions.
And because the trailer is also
lighter and quieter than standard
units, it can be used overnight and
in residential areas.
Mick Pethard, Head of Engineering,
Gist, said: “This exciting new
product helps us on our journey
to improve fuel efficiency
and sustainability.”
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Cheese and
chive scones
Ingredients
• 225g self-raising flour
•	55g cold unsalted
butter (cubed) – with
extra for greasing
• 25g mature cheddar
• 125ml milk
• Splash of fizzy water
•	1tbsp finely chopped
chives
• Salt to taste
•	Ground white pepper
to taste
•	½ tsp cayenne powder
(can be substituted
with English mustard
powder or left out
completely)

What British summer isn’t complete without a good old-fashioned volley between team
“like gone” and team “like cone”? Whichever camp you’re in, these delicious cheese and
chive scones are bound to bring peaceful silence to any pronunciation debate thanks to
their moreish light and buttery texture.
Perfect just after cooking with warm butter spread inside, or as the perfect picnic accompaniment,
these will serve 3-4 and take around 10 minutes to prepare and 12 minutes to cook. Be warned
though – once they’re scone, they’re gone!
Huge thanks to Deborah Kelly at Gallagher for providing us with this recipe!
Method
1. Pre-heat your oven to 220 oC conventional/200 oC fan/Gas 7.
2. Lightly grease a baking tray with butter.
3. With your hands, mix the flour, salt and pepper in a large bowl, and add the cayenne powder.
4. Add the cubed butter to the bowl, and rub the butter into the flour between your thumb and
fingers until the mixture is like fine breadcrumbs. Lift the mix as your run it to add air – this
will give you lighter scones!
5. Grate the cheddar into the mix, add the chopped chives, and mix.
6. Add the milk and fizzy water and, using a spatula, gently stir the mixture into a soft dough.
7. Turn the dough out of the bowl onto a flour-dusted surface and gently knead.
8. Pat the kneaded dough out into a rectangle and roll down to 2cm thickness.
9. Cut into scone shapes and transfer to the greased baking tray. Brush the tops of the scones
with milk.
10. Bake for 12 minutes or until golden brown.
11. Cool on a wire rack (for as long as you can manage!)

The Contact crossword
1

Across

2

3

4

5

6

7

1 Chamfer (5)
4 Stanley ___ , former UK prime minister (7)

8

8	Long period of darkness and extreme cold that scientists
predict would follow a full-scale atomic war (7,6)
9 Acquit (9)
11	Robert E ___ , general in the US Civil War (1807–70) (3)

9

10

11

12 Coincidence, accord (6)
13 Offensive move in a sport (6)
16 Nervous twitch (3)

12

13

17 Robinson Crusoe’s helpful assistant (3,6)

14

15

18	Graph showing the rate of improvement or advance (8,5)
20 Hang freely (7)

16

17

21 Common songbird of the thrush family (5)

Down

18

19

20

21

1 Undergarment worn by women (7)
2 British military decoration for gallantry (8,5)
3 Caustic washing solution (3)
4 Toward or located in the north (6)
5 English city on the River Soar (9)

10 Business conducted over the internet (1-8)
14 Superman’s home planet (7)

ACROSS: 1 Bevel 4 Baldwin 8 Nuclear winter 9 Exonerate
11 Lee 12 Unison 13 Attack 16 Tic 17 Man Friday 18 Progress chart
20 Suspend 21 Robin

7 Hospital worker (5)

DOWN: 1 Bandeau 2 Victoria Cross 3 Lye 4 Boreal 5 Leicester
6 Wattle and daub 7 Nurse 10 E-Commerce 14 Krypton 15 Unused
16 Tapas 19 Car

6	Mixture of sticks, twigs, earth and mud, used as a
building material (6,3,4)

15 Not yet put into service (6)
19 Automobile (3)

Crossword Answers

16 Small, savoury Spanish snacks (5)

Get in touch
Contact magazine
BOC Pension Services
The Priestley Centre
10 Priestley Road
The Surrey Research Park
Guildford GU2 7XY
Freephone: 0800 096 3214
Overseas: +44 (0)1483 244 747
Web: www.bocpensions.co.uk
Email: hello@yourcontactmag.com

Tributes – Please share your memories
Please nominate your former colleagues for a
spotlight obituary.
Maybe you have fond memories of your former colleagues
– or perhaps they made a difference during their time at
the Company.
Please nominate anyone from our obituary pages who
you’d like to recognise in a spotlight feature by contacting
the editorial team at hello@yourcontactmag.com

